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Suppose F is a real-valued function defined on Rm. The dynamics of the system 
which is obtained by minimizing F by one (real) component at a time is studied. 
Two distinct cases arise depending upon whether F is C’ or not. Thus when 
F E C2, the dynamical system obtained may be studied in terms of iterations of a 
C* local diffeomorphism. In particular when F is a Morse function, the system will 
converge to a minimum of F. However, when F is not C’, but convex and suitably 
approximable, then the system exhibits a notion of turbulence which leads to orbits 
terminating at trapping points. These are not minima of F but are tixed points of 
the system. 0 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F: Iw” + iR be a continuous function. A sequence of marginal 
equilibria (minima, projections) are obtained as follows. If x E W”, write 
T?(i) = (x 1,. . . , xiel, x~+~, . . . , x,), 1 I i s m, and define the marginal 
projections P,(x; F) as those x’ for which J(i) = a’(i) and 
F(x’) = min{F(x, ,...) xi-l,y,xi+l ,..., x,): y E R} (1.1) 
assuming the minimum exists (which will always be assumed). Typically a 
choice function pi(x; F) for P,(x; F), i = 1, . . . , m, will be specified. Then 
define the sequence by 
pa, i = x0 (the starting point), llilm 
and 
Pn,I(xO) =P1(Pn-l,m(Xll); F)9 Pn,jtxO> 'Pj(Pn,j-l(xO); F)y 
2 sj 5 m. (1.2) 
Thus starting at xc, a dynamical system of iterated mappings is obtained by 
taking minima over successive coordinates. 
Section 2 contains detailed discussion of the applications which motivate 
consideration of the dynamics of { p,,, Jx): 1 I r I m, n = 1,2,. . . }, x E 
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R m, but broadly speaking these divide into two categories. For many 
functions F, the marginal minima will be far easier to calculate that the 
global minimum of F (over R “). Then calculation of p,, ,(x) provides a 
means of computing the y E Rm for which the minimum is attained and 
the questions considered then relate to how this procedure performs. In this 
type of application, F may possess directional derivatives but nothing more 
and the lack of continuous derivatives poses problems of considerable 
interest. In the second kind of application the dynamical system { p,, ,(x)} 
actually describes the evolution of, for instance, a system describing eco- 
nomic behavior. Proceeding through marginal equilibria describes a system 
in which each agent acts to optimize their return individually. In so doing 
they optimize an overall satisfaction measure F as far as they are individu- 
ally capable of doing given the positions of the remaining agents. Whether 
this competitive procedure converges stably to an equilibrium is of great 
interest in this context. 
In Section 3, the latter application motivates consideration of the case 
where F is C2. Then the dynamics is reasonably straightforward. A C2 
version of pi(x; F) may be defined and the limits of orbits for the 
dynamical system in (1.2) are necessarily minima of F. When F is a Morse 
function, p,(x) = ( P,,~( x), . . . , p,, ,(x)) will converge to a minimum of F 
in very stable fashion (Theorem 3.13 and Corollary 3.16). The interesting 
computational applications of the system in (1.2) assume only F continuous 
and convex. Then there are points x E I? m for which p(x) = pi(x) = x, 
that is, fixed points, but which are not minima of F. These are called 
trapping points. In Definition 4.3 the class of convex, continuous functions 
F is refined to those which can be suitably approximated by C’, convex 
functions. For these F, trapping points are essentially unstable and limited 
in number (Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 4.9, respectively). Section 5 describes 
the dynamics for these F. The system { p,, I(x)} may terminate in a 
trapping point, but perturbation of x in a suitable direction will yield a 
system which flows past the trapping point. The basic conclusion from 
Sections 4 and 5 is that trapping points correspond to essentially finitely 
many points of turbulence away from the convex set of minima for F 
(trapping points may accumulate on the boundary of the set of minima). 
Thus although inconvenient for computation purposes, trapping points are 
easily surmountable. 
2. APPLICATIONS 
One widely used application of the dynamical system in (1.2) is in 
statistics where it may be used to find the.coefficients in I1 regression (more 
precisely one set of possible coefficients). Thus assume y, Xi,. . . , X, E RJ 
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are specified and define F(&, . . . , &,) = ]]y - &X1 - . . . -/3,X,]], using 
the fj norm. Then Kemperman [3] describes how the so-called median 
polish technique may be used to compute jr, . . . , &,, for which 
wL..9&) = n$P(B) (B = UL.. . , /?,)). Essentially this technique 
amounts to taking the limit of the system { p,, ,(O)}. A better-known special 
case applies to y E OR’ 8 WC (the manifold of r x c real matrices), Xi = ei, 
Xr+j = ej, i = 1,. . . , r, j = 1,. . . , c, where e, E W’@ R’ has ith row of 
l’s, the rest O’s and ej E W ’ 8 Rc has the jth column l’s, the rest 0’s. This 
version of median polish was originally developed by Tukey [7] to find the 
regression coefficients (thus &, . . . , b,,,) and is generally a quick way of 
obtaining an answer (the appropriateness of that answer is discussed further 
in Sections 4 and 5). There are various other, very similar problems in 
statistics where estimates (& . . . , fi,) are calculated by minimizing suitable 
F(e). This leads to the following abstraction. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Assume 9 is a locally convex topological (real) vector 
space and f: S+ [0, cc) is a non-constant, convex and continuous func- 
tion. Suppose X,, . . . , X, E Y are specified, linearly independent vectors 
and y E Y is given. Take 
q/q = Jo&,..., &) =f(r - #4x1 - *** -BmX*). (2.2) 
There are special cases of this class of problem which need to be handled 
directly. Here is one of interest in statistics. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Take S= W” and define for y = ( yr, . . . , y,), 
f(Y) = i X(O,m)(Yi + Yj) - m*/2 3 
i,j-1 
where XCO, ,,( .) denotes the characteristic or indicator function for (0,oo). 
For the initiated, this gives an R-estimate for regression coefficients. The 
use of this type of estimate has been limited by the difficulty of computing 
the estimates &, . . . , r6,. However, the iterative technique in (1.2) may be 
applied. It may easily be veri6ed that for 1 I k I m, 
Pk(y;F) =md{(yi+Yj)/(X,,i+ Xk,j): 1 pi, jss} 
provided X,, i # 0,l < i < s, 1 I k 5 m, with appropriate modification in 
the general case (here md{ z+, . . . , u,} is the median for ur, . . . , U, E W 
taken as any member of the interval [ uj, uj”] when r = 2 j and as r.&+‘) 
when t = 2 j + 1, where u(l) < u(*) < * . . < u(‘) are the ordered ui’s). 
General convergence theorems such as those in Sections 3 or 5 cannot be 
applied directly to obtain p,,,(O) --) /3* E Rm. However, in fact this con- 
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vergence will hold since the iterative process in (1.2) must terminate in a 
finite number of steps when F(p) = f( y - &Xi - . * * - &X,) can as- 
sume only a finite number of distinct values. Of course there is no 
guarantee that /3 * actually minimizes F( /j), a situation discussed in Sec- 
tions 4 and 5. 
In the applications just described, F may be taken as convex and 
continuous but if the applications of real interest are to be covered, no 
further smoothness should be assumed. By contrast F E C’, r 2 2, may be 
assumed for the following economic application for the system in (1.2). 
EXAMPLE 2.4. A simple dynamic model for price determination among 
m competitors in a market may be obtained from the system in (1.2). Here 
F: W ‘: + R may be taken to be a weighted excess demand function within 
the standard Walrasian framework for price determination, for instance, 
although no explicit assumptions of such kind are required here (for a 
description of traditional price equilibrium theory, consult Debreu [l]). 
Clearly the system in (1.2) assumes cyclical price fixing by the competitors 
but this seems moderately reasonable as representing decisions made at 
fixed (for instance, monthly) pricing meetings. The dynamics of (1.2) then 
provide insight into whether a procedure where each competitor prices so as 
to create as efficient a market as possible measured in terms of F( .), subject 
to their opponents’ prevailing prices, leads to an optimal equilibrium. When 
F is C*, the results in Section 3 demonstrate that the pricing mechanism 
just described is stable and efficient. However, it is well known that such 
competitive pricing may not be efficient (or stable) and this poses the 
question of how the specification of either the domain (here c Iwy) or the 
smoothness of F affects this efficiency. In particular regarding the latter, 
the results of Section 5 show that when F lies in the class of functions 
defined in Definition 4.3 (basically C* approximable), there may be “sticki- 
ness” in prices (the system p,, ,(r) terminates above the minimum). 
3. DYNAMICS FOR SMOOTH F 
In this section F is assumed to be C’(R”), r 2 2. The definition of 
p,,,(y) in (1.2) may not be unique. For x E R”, define the set P(x) c 08” 
by 
.qx> = {(Y1,..., Y,,,): yi E J’,(blx]~~~; F), i = 1,. . . , m} 
where 
[ylX](i)=(yl,...,yi-l,Xi,...,Xm), i=L...,m. 
A marginal projection is then defined as a mapping g,: R m --* R m, where 
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gF(X) E 9’(x). The system in (1.2) may then be recovered by taking 
p,, Ax> = (gF(x)l,. . . , g%(x),, gF’(x),+l,. . . , sFYx),). It till always 
be assumed that for each x E W”, 9(x) is non-empty since otherwise the 
system is not applicable in a useful sense. On the other hand, it may not be 
reasonably assumed that P,(y; F) contains only one point and so the 
construction of suitable g, which can be studied further is a problem. By 
the Axiom of Choice, there must exist marginal projections gF but the 
problem is to find sufficiently smooth g,. In order to do this the definition 
of Pi(. ; F) is relaxed to include any local minimum. Then by application of 
the implicit function theorem and Zorn’s lemma, it follows that there exists 
a marginal projection g, which is a C’ local diffeomorphism. Although this 
proof is necessarily non-constructive, remember that the implicit function 
theorem is essentially constructive, proved using Banach’s fixed point 
theorem, and so the g, obtained in Theorem 3.1 may at least be approxi- 
mated over compact subsets of BP “‘. 
The following notation will be used. When G is an m X m matrix, let 
G[i] denote the (m - 1) x (m - 1) matrix obtained by deleting row and 
column i, i = I,..., m. Then the basic construction theorem for marginal 
projections is the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume the following: 
(a) For each x E Cl”, F(xl,. . . , ximl;, x~+~, . . . , x,,,) possesses a local 
minimum in R. 
(b) If x E P,(x; F), then (dg,(x))[i] de$ined using (3.2) is non-singu- 
lar. 
Then a C’ marginal projection g, may be defined over IR m. Furthermore for 
x E W”, x* = gF(X), 
dg,(x) = ((dgF,,/ax,)(x): 1 I i, j s m) 
(3.2) 
+sijg([x,x*]i) * 1 
I 
1. li,jc,j 
where [xix*], E W” is de$ned, for i = 1,. . . , m, us 
[x1x*]; = (XT )..., x:, xi+l )..., x,) 
and S,, denotes the Kronecker delta. 
Proof: Let V denote the class of open subsets of W” for which a C’ 
marginal projection may be defined. As part of the proof below Q will be 
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shown to be non-empty. Define a partial ordering on be as follows: U < Y 
provided U c V and there exist C, marginal projections g( . ]U), g( *IV) 
such that for x E U, g(x(U) = g(x]V) (that is, the C, marginal projection 
on U may be extended to a C, marginal projection on V). Consider any 
chain y in (C, x ). The function g: U,, & + W m defined by g(u) = 
g(ulU,), u E U,, is a well-defined C’ marginal projection and is an upper 
bound for the chain. Therefore Zom’s lemma may be applied to obtain the 
existence of maximal D E (Q?, < ). Assume D 5 W m since otherwise there 
remains nothing to prove. The proof is completed by showing g( .I D) may 
be extended further, contradicting the hypothesized maximality of D. 
It remains to apply the implicit function theorem in order to extend 
g(+ID). Fix x E dD and take a closed ball centered at x chosen so that (i) 
K” n D, K” n DC are non-empty; and (ii) for i = 1,. . . , m, the matrices 
(dg,(x))[i] are non-singular for x E K”, the interior of K. The latter 
property may be derived from assumption (b) and the continuity of 
(dg,( . ))[ i], which follows from applying the implicit function theorem over 
neighbourhoods of x, by taking K sufficiently small. Therefore using I] . 1) to 
denote the li-, (or matrix) norm, it follows that ]](dg,( y))[ i] 11 < y -z 0~) 
for y E K. With properties (i), (ii) the following extended version of the 
implicit function theorem holds over K”: for each y E K”, there exists an 
open neighbourhood U = U(y) = B( y, E) n K” on which the marginal 
projection g( -IV) may be defined. The crucial property here is that E = E(K) 
may be taken to be independent of y E K’. The nature of these neighbour- 
hoods is not usually explicitly described in statements of the implicit 
function theorem, but scrutiny of proofs based upon the Banach fixed point 
theorem easily verifies that these neighbourhoods may be specified indepen- 
dently of y E K” by using continuity and non-singularity over compact K. 
The actual application of the implicit function theorem here proceeds by m 
successive applications of the theorem. At stage (i), the theorem is applied 
to the mapping aiF: R”-’ x W + W defined for x E W” by 
a,F(x[i], Xi) = (aF/ax,)(x). (3.3) 
This then determines g( .lU), as the solution g*(y) given by the implicit 
function theorem to the equation 
aiF(YT g*(Y)> = O? (3.4) 
where y E BP”-’ varies over a neighbourhood of [XIX *li-i[i] (determined 
by the preceding stages of the construction). 
The extension of g(-ID) may then be effected as follows. Since E(K) 
above is constant, find w  E D n K” for which U(w) n DC is non-empty 
(to do this simply take w  sufhciently close to aD n K). Then extend 
g(*lD) by taking g(-ID U U(w)) = g(-ID) U g(.IU(w)); this is well de- 
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fined because the implicit function theorem implies uniqueness of g over 
open U(w) n D and explains why w  is specified to he in open D rather 
than on 8D. Consequently D cannot in fact be maximal in (%‘, <), which 
contradicts the hypothesis that D c R ‘“. Hence a marginal projection gF( a) 
may be defined over W” provided only that V is non-empty. This is clearly 
true however by applying the implicit function theorem to any x E W” to 
obtain g( .117(x)). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If x E M is a minimum for F( .) (thus a jixed point of 
gF( - )I, then 
dg,(x) = I - A(x; F)-‘J(x; I;), (3.6) 
where J( .; F) denotes the Hessian of F and A( .; F) the diagonal of J( *; F). 
Eigenvalues of dg,(x) lie in (- CO, 1) and gF( .) is elliptic at x if and only if 
2 is an eigenvalue of A(x; F)-‘J(x; F)(o -1 is an eigenvalue of dgF(x)). 
Proof. Substitute [x]x*li = x, i = l,..., m, in (3.2) to give (3.6). Now 
X is an eigenvalue of dgF(x) if and only if there exists z E R”, z # 0 
satisfying for A = A(x; F), J = J(x; F), 
A-“2JA-1’2z = (1 - A)z. (3.7) 
Thus since 1 - X is an eigenvalue of symmetric, positive definite 
A-‘/2JA-1/2, it is necessarily real and positive; thus h E (- co, 1). The only 
possibility which gives elliptic x is X = - 1, corresponding to eigenvalue 2 
for A-‘J. 
It follows from Corollary 3.5 that the local dynamics at minima can 
display a wide range of possibilities. This may be illustrated by taking for 
specified positive definite J, 
F(x) = x9x (x E R”), (3.8) 
considered in detail in Example 3.11. Note, however, that when m = 2, the 
minima are necessarily sinks since Tr(A-‘J) = 2 and so the eigenvalues of 
A- 1/2JA- ‘12, X0,, ho2 satisfy X0,, X0, > 0, X0, + A\ = 2, thus eigenvalues h = 
1 - A0 of dg&x) satisfy X E (- 1,l) as required for sinks. 
Before considering our example, the preceding remarks should be supple- 
mented with Lemma 3.9, which does imply a restriction upon the limits 
g;(x). The dynamical system {g;(e)} shares a property of the gradient 
vector field: F decreases on orbits of g,. 
This determines the nature of the w-limits defined for x E W” by 
W(X) = (y E Rrn: y = .leW g;‘( x) for subsequence (n’)] . 
The proof that w(x) contains only local minima is simpler than correspond- 
ing arguments for vector fields, described by Palis and deMelo ([4], p. 13) 
since the differential structure is not used. It follows that the result holds in 
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modified form for continuous F and suitable g, as given in Corollary 3.10. 
In this form it wiU be applied in Section 5. 
LEMMA 3.9. Ify E o(x), x E BP”, then y is a local minimum of F. 
Proof. Suppose y is not a fixed point of g,. Then F(g,(y)) < F(y) 
and there exists a subsequence (n’} such that g:(x) + y- Now g, is 
continuous and so g;“‘(x) + gF(y) so that (since F is continuous), 
F( g;‘+‘(x)) + F(g,(y)) < F(y). Thus for n’ sufficiently large, 
F(g;‘+‘(x)) < F(y). But then take N’ E {n’}, N’ 2 n’ + 1, in which case 
F(Y) s F( g:‘(x)) s F( g;‘+l(x,) < F(Y), 
giving a contradiction. Thus y is a fixed point of g, and thus since F E C’, 
a local minimum by definition of. g, 
COROLLARY 3.10. If F, g, are continuous, then y E w(x), x E W “, im- 
plies y is a fixed point of g,. 
EXAMPLE 3.11. Write J = { Jij: 1 I i, j I m } and 4. = (Jii, . . . , A,,,). 
Thenforx E W” 
pi(X; F) = Pi(X; F) = (X1,~..,Xi-l,pi(~(i)),Xi+l,...,X,), 
where for y E Rm-i, 
Pi(Y) = -yTJi^./J;:i (i = l,..., m) 
(recall for x E W”, Z(i) = (x1 ,..., x~-~,x~+~ ,..., x,)). Thus one may 
obtain g, as 
X: = gj7(x)i = -([;;T;“]i-,(i))T.&.(i)/Ai, i=l ,.**7 m. 
Assume for convenience Jii = 1, i = 1,. . . , m (without loss of generality). 
Then one may write 
gF(x) = Lx, (3.12) 
where L = (-l)‘“J[m]J[m - l] . * . J[2]J[l] using the notation 
e1 
J[i] =ei!)’ 
ei+l 
where Ji!’ = (Jii, . . . , J&i), 0, Jici+ij,. . . , 4,) and e,, . . . , e, gives the 
standard basis for Rm. 
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The eigenvalues X, of L satisfy (X LI 5 1. To verify this, first assume J 
non-singular. Define a norm induced by J by taking for y E W m, II# = 
(u, Jr). Now by definition IlgF(x)ll, = llLxllJ < llxllJ for all x E W” and 
so it follows from the spectral radius theorem, IX,1 I 1. Since the non-sin- 
gular matrices are dense within the set of positive, semi-definite J, it follows 
that lhLl I 1 in general. Consequently by virtue of Lemma 3.9, L is 
hyperbolic if and only if J is non-singular since the latter is equivalent to 
0 E R m giving the unique minimum for F. The elliptic case when IX J = 1, 
or equivalently J singular, remains. In fact the only possibility here is 
X, = 1 for the following reasons. Let Ker[ J] denote the kernel of J 
regarded as a linear operator on Cm. Clearly all points in Ker[ J] are 
eigenvectors (of L) with eigenvalue 1 (fixed points). Conversely if (X J = 1, 
and x is a corresponding eigenvalue, then L”x = X”,x. Consequently for 
y E o(x) (clearly non-empty by compactness of the unit disc in C), 
y = Ax, X E C, and so x E Ker[ J] since y has to be a local minimum from 
Lemma 3.9 and hence contained in the linear subspace Ker[ J]. Thus the 
eigenvectors for eigenvalues with modulus 1 are Kerl J] and all these 
eigenvalues are 1. 
A question of some interest related to the study of the dynamics at 
trapping points in Section 5 (see Definition 4.3) is how the dynamics for 
systems defined by non-singular J changes to the dynamics for singular J. 
Thus suppose J is singular and J, is a positive definite matrix obtained by 
retaining the eigenvectors and positive eigenvalues of J and replacing the 0 
eigenvalues by X > 0. Let g, denote the mapping in (3.12) for specified J 
and g, h the corresponding mappings for Jh, A > 0. Clearly for fixed n and 
x9 gF,hw + g;(x) as A JO. Th us if x E Ker[ J], g; x(x) + 0 as n + 00 
while g;(x) = x together imply that by suitably choosing X = A(n) it is 
possible to ensure lim inf llg” F,xc,,(x)ll > 0. Alternatively for given E > 0, 
define 
NE, A) = SUP{ n: ll&(X)II < E, llxll 5 I>. 
Then clearly 
log N(E, X) - log &/log(l - A); 
ofcourseforX=O,N(e,A)=cosinceg~(x)=x,n=1,2 ,.... 
The case where w(x) contains more than one point is clearly not a 
preferred case in any of the examples described in Section 2. To ensure that 
gc( x) + w(x) E R m as n + cc, further restriction upon F is required but 
also the ambiguity in the definition of g, allowed up to now has to be 
removed. When there exists more than one possible choice in P,(x; F), this 
allows the definition of various marginal projections even in the C2 version 
of Theorem 3.1. For Theorem 3.13, the convention of choosing the point in 
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P,(x; F) closest to x will be adopted (of course there may still be two 
possibilities, but then one may choose either one arbitrarily). 
THEOREM 3.13. Assume F is a Morse function on R * and for x E BP”, 
o(x) is non-empty. Then as n + 60, g;(x) + o(x) E Rm. 
ProoJ: Consider y E o(x). By Lemma 3.9, y is a critical point and 
hence isolated. Restrict F to an open neighbourhood N of y chosen so that 
the level sets [F], = { x E N: F(x) < t } are acyclic (or empty). This is 
possible since F is Morse. By taking n * sufficiently large, x* = g;*(x) E N 
and write t* = F(x*). Without loss of generality assume x* 6!? Pl(x*; F) so 
that F can be further reduced in N by changing XT. Consider Z(x*) = 
{a E BP: (a, a*(l)) E [F],, } which is a non-empty open interval because 
of the acyclic property of the level sets. Then F((., a*(l))) attains a local 
minimum on Z(x*) (giving an element of Pr(x*; F) contained in [F],.), 
for instance, using Rolle’s theorem. Repeating this argument implies that 
for n = 1,2,. . . , gi(x*) E [F],,. However, since y E w(x), there exists a 
subsequence {n’} for which g;‘(x) --f y(n’ + cc) and so n* and hence t* 
may be chosen as close to F(y) as desired; in other words for any 
t > F(y), there exists n, such that for n > n,, g;(x) E [F],. That is, 
g;(x) + y as n + 00, implying also y = w(x), proving the theorem. 
Compactifying W”’ using the point {cc} gives the following. 
COROLLARY 3.14. Assume F is a Morse function. Then for x E Wm, 
either (a) w(x) = CO or (b) w(x) consists of a single point which is a local 
minimum for F (on R “). 
Convergence of g;(x) in finitely many steps is not that important a 
question, even when an algorithmic application of the dynamical system is 
being considered since then computer round-off achieves the effect of finite 
convergence anyway. This point is illustrated in Example 5.5, which pro- 
vides an example of points having infinite (forward) orbits. Nevertheless 
when F is very smooth convergence in finitely many steps is assured. This 
is given in Corollary 3.15 since even though the result is not directly related 
to Theorem 3.13, this seems an appropriate point to consider this question. 
Convergence in a tinite number of steps also arises in Section 5, Theorem 
5.7(i), for special limits. 
COROLLARY 3.15. Assume F is analytic over 89 m with marginal projection 
g,. Suppose w(x) is non-empty for x E Wm. Then there exists integer N such 
that g:(x) = w(x) (that is, the dynamic system {g;(x)} converges in 
jinitely many steps). 
Proof: Extend VI; to Cm by analytic continuation. Since y E w(x) 
exists, it follows that for each i, 1 I i I m, there exist sequences yV) = 
Pk,iW E Wrn, Yl” + Y, such that vF( YP))~ = 0, k = 1,2,. . . . Since 
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vF( .); is analytic, it follows that vF( .)i = 0 on open neighbourhood Nj of 
y (in R m or 4: “). Thus vF( a) = 0 E W m on a neighbourhood N = Ni 
f-7 . . . n N, of y. Thus once yk falls in N, it becomes a fixed point of g, by 
definition proving the corollary. 
A second and more direct corollary of Theorem 3.13 concerns the 
existence of natural basins of attraction within the stable manifolds for 
local minima of Morse functions F. 
COROLLARY 3.16. Assume F is a Morse function. Then each local mini- 
mum y is contained in an open basin of attraction UY such that x E UY implies 
w(x) = y. In fact there exists a decreasing sequence of basins UY, i, i = 
1,2,. . .) with the properties 
(4 nEl”y,i = {Y}; 
(b) for i = 1,2,. . . 
(k < co). 
there exists k = k(i) such that gi(U,, i) c UY, i+l 
Proof For given y, define a bounded open neighbourhood N which 
excludes all other critical points of F. Take as a basin of attraction 
UY = N n [F],, where t is chosen so that UY is non-empty. Suppose ti, 
i = 1,2,..., is a sequence satisfying ti 4 F(y) as i + cc. Then define the 
sequence of basins UY,i = N n [F],: i = 1,2,. . . . Clearly (a) holds. For 
(b), observe that Theorem 3.13 estabhshes that for each x E &, g:(x) E 
UY, i+ r for sufficiently large k. It remains to show that finitely many k will 
suffice for all the points in oY,i. To do this apply the implicit function 
theorem as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to obtain an open covering of 
V,,i\ uy,i+l such that for each member G of the covering x E G implies 
g:(x) E U,, i+,(k = k(G)). Applying compactness gives a finite subcover- 
ing and the largest k(G) for this collection of open sets gives k(i) in (b), 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
For comparison with Theorem 5.7(ii) (the stable sets for trapping points), 
it is useful to introduce the idea of W,(y), the stable set of y, defined by 
w-(y) = {x E R”: cd(x) = y}. 
Then in Corollary 3.16, there exist open neighbourhoods UY of y such that 
uy = w,(Y)* 
4. TRAPPING POINTS 
The rest of the paper weakens the assumptions upon F so that in 
particular F is not C’. Although for particular results not all the assump- 
tions are used, the basic requirement for this section and the next is the 
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following: 
F is non-constant, convex and continuous. 
In fact this framework, even with the further properties of F introduced 
below, is not conducive to a general theory in some respects. Certain 
aspects of the system (1.2) in this case are definitely best investigated for 
specific F; for instance, Theorem 3.13 will have no analogue here. In 
Sections 4 and 5, general aspects of the dynamic theory are developed. 
A crucial and very interesting complication which now arises is the 
trapping point. Consider the W’ 0 R’ version of Example 2.1 and take as 
the basic 5 X 5 table Y: 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
-1 -1 0 0 0 
-1 -1 0 0 0 
Clearly 0 E R5 8 R5 possesses the property that for each i, P,(O; F,) = 0; 
that is, 0 is a fixed point for the dynamical system in (1.2). However, 
Fy: R’O + R is not minimized at 0 for the minimum is actually 4 (subtract 
l’s from rows 1 and 2 and add l’s to columns 1 and 2), not F,(O) = 8. The 
motivation for Corollary 3.10 becomes apparent for fixed points of g, are 
no longer necessarily minima and iteration may not end with a minimum. 
For the computational applications described in Section 2, this is a serious 
complication. Consequently the different kinds of fixed points need careful 
consideration. 
Define directional or Glteaux differentials for h E Iw m by 
(qF)(x) = hn(F(x + &h) - F(X))/&- (4.1) 
Assume throughout the following: 
D,F: W” + W exists for all h E R”. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The point x E R” is called a trapping point when 
(D,F)(~)>Oforh=e~* ,..., e,‘(wheree+ =(0 ,..., O,l,O ,..., O),e, = 
-e,?, where the 1 appears in the ith position, i = 1,. . . , m) but there exists 
an h E R m for which (D,F)(x) < 0. The idea is therefore that x is not a 
minimum but what may be called the partial derivatives of F satisfy the 
necessary conditions for a minimum. The latter property implies x is a fixed 
point for the system in (1.2). 
Lemma 4.5 obtains basic properties of trapping points required for 
studying the dynamical system (1.2). This study is based upon treating F as 
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the Iimit of smooth F, (thus at least F, E C’) and investigating how far the 
dynamical properties of F, carry over to those of F. A fascinating aspect is 
then how trapping points arise as turbulence in the orbits derived from F, 
as they flow to minima. As the basic concept of smooth approximation of F 
one takes the following. 
DEFINITION 4.3. The set gk = gk(Rm) (k = 1,2,. . .) denotes the 
closure in C,(R”) of locally convex Ck(Rm) functions. In other words if 
F E Bk, there exists a sequence of F, E Ck(Rm) so that for each y E R” 
there exists an open neighbourhood NY of y such that Fn( .) is convex over 
NY and 
lim sup IF,(x) - F(x)1 = 0. 
“+* vzNy 
(4.4) 
LEMMA 4.5. Assume F E LB1 with approximating sequence F, (locally 
conuex, C’, and satisfying (4.4)). 
(i) The point x E R m is a trapping point of F if and only if 
(D,*F)(x) 2 0, 1 I i I m, and there exist j, 1 s j I m, T) E (0, l), and 
h E Rm such that 
hmsupinf (I( aFn/8xj)((l - t)x + th) I: 0 I t < q) > 0. (4.6) 
“-CO 
(ii) Suppose x E R” is a trapping point. Then there exists 6 > 0, 
l~j~m,andk= + or - suchthat 
Iiminfsup((D;F,)(~): y E B(x,S)) < 0, 
n-r* 
(4.7) 
where the notation Dj’ = D,+, Dj- = 0,: is used. / 
Proof. For part (i) it d sufhce to assume that x E Rm is a trapping 
point and prove (4.6) (the converse is direct from (4.4)). In general the 
following applies: 
(D,,-,F)(x) = s(F((1 - &)x + eh) - F(x))/e 
5 F(h) -F(x). (4-g) 
By definition there exists h E R m for which F(h) < F(x); this inequality 
also applies to points on the Iine joining x and h (excluding x) and F is 
strictly decreasing as it traverses this line from x to h. Now 
(D,-,F,)((l - t)x + th) s Fn(h) - F”((1 - t)x + th) 
+ F(h) - F((l - t)x + th) < 0. 
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By suitably choosing n > 0, so that in particular ((1 - t)x + th: 0 I t < 
n} c A’, and the uniform convergence in (4.4) holds, one obtains for n 
sufficiently large 
(D,_,F”)((l - t)x + th) < x < 0 (0 I t < 11). 
Since for any y E Wm, (D,&)(y) = (h, vF,(y)), it follows that (h - 
X, vF,J(l - t)x + th)) < X < 0 for 0 I t < n, It follows therefore that for 
appropriate A’ > 0 and 1 I j I m ( hj # xj, which is possible since h Z x), 
taking n sufficiently large gives I( aF,,/axi)((l - t)x + th)l > X’ > 0. This 
implies (4.6). 
For part (ii) it follows that since x is a trapping point, there exists 
h E W m satisfying F(h) < F(x). Since F is continuous it follows that 
F(y) > P(h) for y E B(x, S) provided 8 is sufficiently small. Reduce 6 
further if necessary so that B(x, S) c N,. Then the uniform convergence 
implies that for a suthciently large and suitable 4 > 0, F,(y) > F,(h) + 5, 
y E B(x, 8). Now (4.8) implies (D,-,FJ(y) I -4 < 0, y E B(x, 6). Since 
(D, -y F”)( y ) = (h - y, vF,J y)), further reducing S if necessary produces 
B(x, 8) and j, 1 I j I m, for which (4.7) holds. 
The number of trapping points for a particular F is an important 
question, especially for Section 5. The idea behind Theorem 4.9(i) is that 
D(F)’ should be sparse in some sense. For instance, within the framework 
used so far, D( F)c may be residual. In the examples considered in Sections 
4 and 5 it is appropriate to introduce Bore1 measures for W”. Thus assume 
p is a positive, Bore1 measure on R” and take p(D( F)) = 1. The require- 
ment in (4.4) is not used in proving Theorem 4.9(i) and a minimal version 
of the result is given in Corollary 4.10. Part (ii) of Theorem 4.9 is useful for 
the dynamics in Section 5. Of course if one can end the process in (1.2) at a 
point arbitrarily near a minimum, this will suffice for practical purposes. 
THEOREM 4.9. Assume F E .S?JI with approximating sequence F, (as above 
these are locally convex, C’ and satisfying (4.4)). 
(i) Define D(F) = {x E BP”: for each h E R”, ( DhFn)(x) + 
(D,F)(x) as n + oo}. Then D(F) contains no trapping points. 
(ii) For each compact K c R m one has the following property: the 
trapping points in K can only accumulate at minima for F. 
Proof For part (i), assume the existence of trapping x E D(F) so that 
(Di*F)(x) 2 0, i = 1,. . . , m.Now(D,*F,)(x) + (D,*F)(x), i = l,..., m, 
which implies (D,*F)(x) = 0 since otherwise one obtains a contradiction 
because D;Fn = -DTFn. Since F, E Cl, for h = (h, ,..., h,), 
(D,&)(x) = fa Ihil(Df(i)Fn)(x), 
i=l 
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where s(i) = + for hi 2 0 and s(i) = - for h, < 0. Thus as n + cc, 
(D,F”)(X) --) 2 Ihil( D,““‘F)(X) = 0. 
i=l 
Since x E D(F), therefore this implies (D,F)(x) = 0. Since this holds for 
each h E R”, x is in fact a minimum and not a trapping point. Thus no 
traps are contained in D(F). 
For part (ii) consider compact K C R m and assume infinitely many 
trapping points inside K. Consider accumulation point x E K for these 
trapping points so that there exists a sequence x, of trapping points 
satisfying x, + x. In fact 
(D,+F)(x) 2 0, 1 I i 5 m, 
since (4.8) applied at x, --) x implies F(x, + eik) 2 F(x,), giving F(x + 
ei*) 2 F(x), 1 I i 5 m. Now assume x is a trapping point but not a 
minimum. 
Apply Lemma 433 with B(x, S) satisfying (4.7). Without loss of 
generality assume the existence of 5 > 0 such that ( JF,/Jxi)( JJ) < -t or, 
in other words, (D,+F,)( y) < -4 for y E B(x, S) (to ensure the same sign 
for different m, a subsequence may be used while if the partial derivatives 
are positive, use D; instead). So by the mean value theorem 
F,(x, + te;) I F,(x,) - t5 
provided x, + fe,? E B(x, 6). Letting m + cc gives F(x, + te,?) < F(x,). 
Clearly by choosing n sufficiently large, x, + ‘e; E B(x, S) for t > 0 and 
then x, cannot be a trapping point, contradicting the assumptions. Thus x 
is a minimum and (ii) is proved. 
COROLLARY 4.10. Define (v +F)(x) = ((D:F)(x), . . . ,(D,iF)(x)) and 
C=C(F)={XER”: for all h E Rm,(DhF)(x) = ((v +F)(x), h)}. 
Then if p(C) = 1 it follows that the set of trapping points has ~-measure 0. 
To illustrate the general ideas consider the examples of Section 2. 
EXAMPLE 4.11. Consider Example 2.1 where 8= R” and f(e) = 11 * 11,: 
sothatforxfR”, YEIW~, 
F(x) = IIY - 41 - * *. -%AII,:. 
Now lyl, y E W, is continuously differentiable except at y = 0 and so C(F) 
defined in Corollary 4.10 satisfies 
C(F) = (bf’(u,,P[il))=, 
j=l 
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where /3[j] = (&i,. . ., /I,, j) E W”, Y = (Yi,. . . , Y,) E R” and .%‘(a, y) 
= {x E II2 “‘: (x, y) = a}. Since X( OL, y) are affine hyperplanes in R m 
(dimension m - l), therefore (C( F)I = 1 and so the trapping points have 
Lebesgue measure 0. Clearly F E 9i since it will suffice to approximate ]y] 
in C,(W) by locally convex C’(R) functions. 
EXAMPLE 4.12. Consider Example 2.1 with Y= R”, f(v) = ]I . I],,“. Then 
it is straightforward to verify that x E R” cannot be a trapping point if 
there exists a unique j, 1 I j I s, for which F(x) = I?. - xl&, j 
- . . . -x,&,,, j]. This set has Lebesgue measure 1 and so trapping points 
have measure 0. Define the following partition of R”: Bf = { y E R”: 
(yJ c y,, 1 I i < j, (yiJ I ]yj], j I i I s}, B,! = { y E R”: lyil < -yj, 1 I i 
<j, (yi( 5 Iy,], j 2 i < s}, Y(x) = Y - xl& - .-* -x,,,&,. Then 
F(x) = - i xB;(Y(x))Y(x)j + IL X~~(Y(x))Y(x)j~ (4.13) 
j=l j=l 
where xB( 0) is the characteristic function of B c RS. Thus to obtain 
F E 9i, take convex C’ approximations to ~~0, xB;:, 1 ~j < s, in (4.13). 
More details of this example, including explicit description of trapping 
points, are contained in Example 5.6. 
5. CONTINUOUS, CONVEX F 
The basic assumptions imposed upon F are the following (as in Section 
4): F is non-constant, convex, and lower semi-continuous (thus continuous). 
In Section 3 interest is contined to local minima of F, but the convexity 
assumption permits conditions for the existence of a (global) minimum for 
F without a compactness condition. In addition (Corollary 5.4) the same 
type of conditions establishes the existence of marginal projections; in 
Section 3 (see Theorem 3.1) this was taken as an assumption. Define 
_F= inf{F(y): y E Wm} and hence 9(F) = {y E IR”: F(y) =_F}, the 
set of minima. For later use, recall that Y(F) is convex. It is not atypical 
that f(F) contains more than one point and this may create problems for 
the convergence of g;(x) when w(x) contains several elements. In addition 
(P,(x; F))i will often be an interval of possible values and choice of 
marginal projection will influence w(x). One convention for removing 
unnecessary problems is the following: if x E Pi(x; F), then pi(x) = x (if 
projecting on the i th component does not decrease F(e), define the margin- 
al projection as invariant). This assumption is made without further com- 
ment. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Assume for each x E R “‘, x # 0, 
~~m~~f]F(xx)] = 2= sup{F(y): y E IV}. 
Then 3(F) is non-empty. 
ProofI Define the convex set C c W m by 
C = {y E W”: F(y) I F(O)}. 
(5.2) 
Since F is continuous, C is closed, contains 0 and is a proper subset of W m 
since F(0) I $( F(x) + F( -x)) for all x E W” and so F(0) # F unless F 
is a constant, which is ruled out by hypothesis. Suppose there exists a 
non-zero direction of recession for C (using the terminology given by 
Rockafellar [5]). From Theorem 8.3 of [5] it follows that (5.2) would be 
contradicted; thus there are no non-zero directions of recession for C. Then 
Theorem 8.4 of [5] implies that C is bounded. Thus one has for suitable 
M > 0 (so that ]lyll I M, y E C): 
i! = inf{ F(y): y E C} = inf{ F(y): IJyI( I M}. (5.3) 
Since F is continuous, it attains its infimum over { y: l]y]] < M}. Thus 
9(F) is non-empty. 
To cover the existence of the marginal projections one has the following: 
COROLLARY 5.4. Assume for x E BP m and 1 I i I m the following holds: 
if xi # 0, 
f)Wf]F(x, ,..., hxi ,..., x,)1 = sup{)F(x + aei)l: OL E R}. 
Then P,(x; F) is non-empty. 
Thus under the assumptions in Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 5.4, w(x) is 
non-empty and clearly consists either entirely of minima or otherwise 
trapping points. Minima in w(x) may be restricted to the boundary of 
9(F) by adopting the convention of taking pi(x; F) to be the point in 
P,(x; F) nearest to x. Beyond this it is difficult to make general statements; 
to illustrate the possible dynamics consider the W’ Q R’ median polish 
special case of Example 2.1. 
EXAMPLE 5.5. This will use the 4 X 5 table quoted on p. 96 of Kemper- 
man [3]. The object, as described in the opening paragraph, is to find 
{ ai + bi: 1 I i < 4, 1 I j I 5}, which gives a best I’ fit to the table. To 
simplify, suppose g, has been applied five times to the original table where 
mid-medians are used for column medians (thus for x1 I x2 I x3 I x4, 
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median (xi, x2, x3, x,J = $(x, + x3)). This gives 
-S$ -49f 0 0 1 8
12$ -35; 0 0 4+ 
1 
; 
14; -+ -1+ 0 
-14 70$ -58+ -21; 
It is possible to show that for this case of I’ fitting in R ’ Q R ‘, g;(x) + x *, 
where x* is either a minimum or a trapping point; details are contained in 
Eplett [2]. Typically this convergence occurs in finitely many iterations. One 
obvious reason for this is given in Theorem 2 of Siegel [6]. However, for the 
table y given above, the convergence requires infinitely many iterations and 
it will be interesting to expose the mechanics by which this occurs. In order 
to do this, consider only those entries which may arise as non-zero medians 
or as a member of a pair in calculating (column) mid-medians. 
It is apparent from inspection that for this example the relevant entries 
are in positions (1,5),(3,5), (3,2), (4,2), (3, l), (4,l). In fact, although entries 
(3,2), (4,2) are adjusted at each step they do not affect any of the other 
columns or rows (since they do not correspond to row medians) and so may 
be omitted from the discussion. The basic cyclic structure may then be 
illustrated by the following graph on four vertices: 
2-r-1(1,5) A (375) 0 
(r + 1)2-‘-‘(3,l) 
0 R 
Thus mid-medians taken for columns 1 and 5 alter rows 3 and 4; in fact the 
cycling comes from taking the mid-median for column 5 and subtracting 
from entry (3,l) since entry (4,l) oscillates between the negative of (3,l) 
and 0. The values given above are for r iterations from the displayed table 
(columns taken first). Clearly the phenomenon is common; it only requires 
reduction to the situation above where the mid-median of one column 
affects the row median for some row. 
There is no direct parallel to Theorem 3.13 implying the convergence of 
gF( x), n --) 00. What can happen is that g;(x) cycles around the convex 
set 9(F) and thus w(x) is a selection of points of 9(F). This is less 
serious than several disconnected minima since at least part of 9(F) may 
be constructed from w(x) (or all of s(F)). In fact in typical special cases 
g;(x) --, x* = w(x) may be proved using special arguments. For instance, 
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the Appendix of Eplett [2] provides arguments establishing convergence for 
the median polish procedure described in Section 2. Basically the same 
arguments may be applied to the P version of median polish, a special 
case of Example 4.12. This is given below and applies whenever one has 
]]gF(x) - gF(v)]] I ]]x - y]], that is, g, is non-expansive. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. Recall the basic definitions. For Y E IL!’ @ 08 ‘, a E R’, 
b E W ’ define for x = (a, b) 
F(x) = F,(( a, b)) = IJY - a @ bll,, 
where a @ b E W r 8 03’ is defined by 
(U @ b);j = U, + bj (1 I i I r,l ~j I c). 
Here one may regard x variously as an element of R’+’ or a real manifold 
(of dimension r + c - 1) of R r 8 WC. The latter approach is appropriate 
for convergence. Calculation of the marginal projections, however, is car- 
ried out along rows and columns of Y using the following straightforward 
observation. Suppose d, i d, I . *. I d, and d minimizing maxl.i~,(di 
- dl is required. This is given by the mid-range 
d = mr({d,,..., 41) = :(d, + 4). 
Marginal projections may be defined for each row and column by subtract- 
ing the corresponding mid-ranges and hence are a simple matter to calcu- 
late; the technique may be called mid-range polish. 
Assume g, is defined using mid-ranges as above and write g:( a,, b,) = 
(a,, b,), n = 1,2 ,... . One requires (a,, b,) + (a*, b*) as n --) co. The 
proof of this will be given in the barest outline only since it follows the lines 
of the proof for median polish cited above. A straightforward compactness 
argument implies the existence of a ‘, b” and subsequence {n’} for which 
a,, @ b,,, + u” @ b” (in the (r + c - 1)-dimensional real manifold). Now 
by taking a further subsequence {n”} if necessary one may find a,,,,, b,,,, for 
which a,,,, --, .‘, b,,,, --) b”, and a,,,, @ b,n = a,,, 63 b,,n + a0 EJ b”. This 
requires some justification for which it is useful to note that when a,,, i + co 
for some 1 5 i I r, then a,,, j + co for each 1 ~j I r and b,,, j + - 00 
for each 1 sj I c. Furthermore an,, b,, may be centered, thus a,, - 
yl,, b,,, + yl, for y E R, 1, = (l,l,. . . ,l)r E Wk, without changing a,, @ 
b,,. Consequently one may center to obtain bounded {a,, }, {b,,,} without 
altering the convergent a,, d b,,; then a,,,, z,,,, may be obtained. After this 
the convergence of (a,,, b,) follows on from the non-expansive property of 
mr: for d, d’ E R”, 
Imr(d) - mr(d’) ] I Ild - d’ll,. 
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Since g,(aO, b” ) = (a’, b”) from Corollary 3.10, it follows that 
IIb n+ly b,+J - boT bo) llm = IMany h) - gAaoT b0) Ilo? 
5 lb,,, bn) - (a,, bo) ilcs,~ 
so that convergence of a subsequence suffices to establish overall conver- 
gence (a,, b,) --f (a o, b,). The construction of a,,,, b,,,, is required since the 
non-expansiveness of mr has to be applied to row and column mid-ranges 
separately. 
Similarly to the I’ version, F( 0) has trapping points. These may most 
easily be studied by defining directional derivatives for f: R’ 8 R’ + R 
defined by f(X) = 1(X1(,. Thus for H E R’ 8 R’, define 
hfr)(x) = p&w + 4 -fu))/~. 
There are two cases to consider when X # 0: 
(9 Suppose l&j1 = II-Urn and if more than one (i, j) satisfies this 
criterion, then sgn( Xii) = sgn( Hi,) and lHijl is maximized (among eligible 
subscripts). Then 
(D,f)( X) = Sgn( Xij)Hij 2 0. 
(ii) Suppose there exists more than one pair of subscripts (i, j) for 
which lXijl = IlXll, while for all these subscripts sgn( Xij) # sgn(Hij). 
Then (&f)(X) = -IHiej.l I 0, where (i*, j*) is chosen to minimize lHijl 
(among eligible subscripts). Trapping points arise from (ii). 
DefineforAc{l,..., r>,B={l,..., c},e+(A:B)EtR’@WCby 
e+(A : B)ij = 1, iEA,jBB, 
= -1, i4A, jEB, 
= 0 otherwise. 
Define e-( A : B) = -e+(A : B). Now it is easily checked that e *(A : B) 
E M, c and a relatively easy convexity argument implies that for H E M,, c 
mffW < 0 * (&,,:B)f)(X) < 0 
for some A, B, i = f . Consequently trapping points exist (necessarily for 
this to hold, r, c 2 4) as the following example shows: 
0 0 -2 2 
Y= !ij -; ; -;. 
-2 2 0 2 
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Here the marginal projections, the mid-ranges for each row and column, are 
zero while for A = {1,2}, B = {3,4}, (D,+(A:B)F)((O,O)) < 0. In general 
x = (a, b) E iv, c is a trapping point for F = F, if and only if the 
following applies: there exist A c (1,. . . , r }, B c (1,. . . , c} such that 
the sign of the eii = Yj - ai - bj for which leijl = IlY - a @ bl(, are all 
the same for i E A, j 4 B and opposite to all the signs of the eij, i 4 A, 
j E B for which leijl = IlY - a $ blJ,. This may usefully be compared with 
conditions for trapping points for the function F((a, b)) = IJY - a ~3 bill 
given by Kemperman [3]. The most useful of these is perhaps the following: 
(a, b) is a trapping point if and only if for some A c { 1,. . . , r }, B C 
(1,. * *, c}, Z( A : B) -C N( A : B), where Z( A : B), N(A : B) are respec- 
tively the number of zero and non-zero terms contained in either of the sets 
f.Y;:j - uj - fj: i E A, j GE B}, {yij - ui - bj: i 4 A, j E B}. 
The most mteresting case occurs when o(x) consists of trapping points. 
The results of Section 4 have already demonstrated how trapping points 
may be regarded as points of turbulence arising as Ci surfaces evolve to a 
slightly less smooth surface. For instance, Lemma 4.5(ii) shows that the C’ 
surfaces possess no stationarity properties at trapping points of the limiting 
surface. Theorem 5.7 will express the turbulence concept more explicitly in 
terms of the flows (that is orbits of marginal projections gF) induced by F, 
approximating F under definition 4.3. This requires more precise condi- 
tions about the way F, approximate F, contained in the assumptions of 
Theorem 5.7(ii), (a)-(c). Then the following interpretation may be applied. 
The flows over F, flow down to points essentially on the boundary of 
convex 9(F). However, as n + oc so the flows lose some of their smooth- 
ness, trapping points appear on the surface which terminate some flows 
before reaching y(F). These trapping points are isolated away from ,a( F) 
(Theorem 4.9(ii)) and trap only a sparse subset of the flows passing by the 
trapping point. 
For Theorem 5.7, the choice functions pi(x; F) have to be specified with 
some precision, part (i) holds whenever w(x) = { t } in addition to the 
conditions on pj( a; F) given. 
THEOREM 5.7. Assume F c g2 with approximating sequence { F,, }. Let t 
denote a trapping point for F. 
(i) Assume the following: if x, + t(F(x,) > F(t)), then for each 1 <i 
I m, 1(x, - pj(x,, F)ll + 0 as n + 00. Then if x E W’s(t), there exists 
some positive integer N such that gF”< x) = t (trapping occurs in jnitely many 
iterations). 
(ii) Assume the folIowing assumptions apply: 
(a) Suppose y = pj(x; F)(x # y). Then there exists a sequence x, 
satisfying x, + x for which y,, = pj(xn; F,,) + y. 
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(b) Suppose for each x E BP m the following ho&: for 1 5 j I m, there 
existg>Oande>Osuchthatforn=1,2,.... 
0 < g I inf(l((dgFJy)[jl)uII : II4l I 1, Y E B(x, e)}. (5.8) 
(c) Suppose x, + x andy,, = p(x,; F,,), n = 1,2,. . . . Then there exists 
a subsequence {n’} for which y,,, + y and y = p(x; F). 
Under assumptions (a)-(c), any x E Ws(t) is an accumulation point for 
W,( t)C (thus W,(t) is nowhere dense in W “). 
Proof. Assume the existence of x E Ws(t) such that g;(x) f t, n = 
1,2,. . . . By definition there exists a subsequence {n’} for which x,,, = 
g;‘(x) + t. By Theorem 4.9(ii), w(x) contains a finite (non-zero) number of 
trapping points (since these must satisfy F(s) = F(t) > _F for s E o(x)), 
which must therefore be isolated. Therefore applying the assumption about 
pj(*; F) ensures that x, + t. Define 6 = 8(t) as in (4.7) and take n 
sufficiently large so that 1(x,, - tll -C S/2. Then {x, + sej: 0 I s < 6/2} c 
B( t, S) and there exists j, 1 < j I m, such that for y E B(t, S), (oj*F,)(y) 
-C 6 -C 0 for a suitable sequence { r }. In particular pj( xn; F,) cannot lie 
inside B( t, 6) and so applying the mean value theorem gives for s 2 n + 1, 
F,(xs) s F,(Xn+l ) I 4.(x,) - O/2. 
This gives a contradiction however since letting n + cc and then r + 00 
gives F(x) I F(x) - 56/2. Therefore for each x E W,(t), g!(x) = t for 
some finite positive integer N. 
For part (ii), consider first x E R” for which pj(x; F) = t. To prove (ii) 
it will suffice to show that every open neighbourhood N, which may be 
assumed to be an open ball centered at x, contains points which are not in 
Ws(t). Apply assumption (a) to obtain the existence of x, --) x and 
1 <j I m such that t, = pj(xn; F,) --, t. The approach adopted below is to 
use the results of Theorem 3.1 for the approximating F, to imply that a 
neighbourhood of x, maps to a neighbourhood of t, under pi( .; Fn). Then 
it will remain to show that these neighbourhoods of t, do not shrink to the 
point as n + oo and that points which have not been mapped to t (in the 
limit n --* 00) are not subsequently iterated to t under (1.2). The details are 
as follows. 
From assumption (b) and the arguments used in Theorem 3.1 one may 
define E > 0, independent of n, such that for n = 1,2, . . . , pj(. ; F,) maps 
B(x,, E) to an open neighbourhood of tn. The latter neighbourhoods do not 
shrink to a point since (5.8) implies the existence of [( .) such that for 
n = 1,2 ,... 
11 Pj(Y; Fn) - PjtXn; Fn) 11 ’ E(Y) ’ O 
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since the mean value theorem may be applied to dgFn[j], bounded below. 
Now from (c), for subsequence n’, 
Pj(Yi F,f) + Pj(Yi FL 
and so from (5.Q 
IlPj(Y; F, - f 11 2 E(Y) ’ O (5.9) 
for y E B(x, E’), 0 < E’ < E. Thus for y arbitrarily near x, pj(.; F) does 
not trap y at t. However, y may still be trapped later at t in the sense that 
t E w(y). Nevertheless, one can find points y arbitrarily close to x for 
which F( pj(y, F)) < F(t) since any open neighbourhood of t intersects 
the line ((1 - a)t + oh: 0 < a I l} in an open sub-line indexed by a E 
(0, v), v > 0. Since F(h) < F( 1) for suitable choice of h E W m (1 is a 
trapping point), it therefore follows that F((1 - a)t + oh) < I;(t), 0 < (Y 
< v and these points on the sub-line cannot be trapped at t and so their 
pre-images under pj( - ; F) do not lie in W,(t). 
This completes the proof since if in fact pj(gF(x); F) = t for some 
N 2 1 each of the mappings gj, 1 I j I N, map open balls around x to 
open balls around gj(x) by application of Theorem 3.1 to the approximat- 
ing F, together with (5.8) (clearly I]dgJj]ul] I l]dgFu]l I I)dg,[l]u 
+ . . . + dgF[m]u]l). Again the details are routine (much as above). Thus 
points arbitrarily near g:(x) which map past t are the images of points 
arbitrarily near x. Thus it remains true that every open neighbourhood of x 
contains points excluded from Ws(t). 
From Theorem 5.7(i), the case where w(x) contains trapping points may 
be completely described. 
COROLLARY 5.10. when w(x) contains a trapping point, it is the only 
point in o(x). 
When applying (1.2) to determine minima of F, Theorem 5.7 implies the 
following. If the procedure starting at x terminates at a trapping point, 
perturbation of x will permit the procedure to iterate past x. Of course the 
procedure may terminate in another trapping point but under Theorem 
4.9(ii) there are essentially only finitely many trapping points to consider 
for any starting point since being trapped arbitrarily near f(F) is almost as 
satisfactory as actually terminating in f(F). By itself Theorem 4.9 suggests 
the procedure of perturbing the system whenever a trapping point is 
reached until Y(F) is attained or the procedure has reached a trapping 
point sufikiently close to 9(F) for the procedure to be terminated. Thus 
one may say that trapping points are unstable both in the sense of Section 4 
and in the dynamics context. 
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While Theorem 5.7@) seems the most appropriate abstraction for de- 
scribing behaviour at a trapping point, especially taken together with 
Section 3, the theorem does not cover median- or mid-range polish (de- 
scribed in Section 2 and Example 5.6, respectively). The reason is that 
hypothesis (b) of Theorem 5.7(ii) cannot be satisfied for basically linear 
functions. Nevertheless the conclusions of Theorem 5.7(ii) still hold for 
essentially the reasons given in the proof of Theorem 5.7(ii): F may be 
approximated in C,(R) by C’ functions F, which do not possess trapping 
points. Consider the median polish case: F((a, b)) = (IY - a CB bll,. Define 
for E > 0, h,(x) = 1x1, ] x > E and extend over [ -E, E] so that h, is Cl. ] 
Then take 
Fm((a, b)) = Chl/,(Y,j - ai - ‘j), m = 1,2,... . 
i, j 
This is sufficient to remove the trapping property while preserving the 
essential structure of F. Trapping points of F arise from the discontinuity 
at x = 0 of the derivative of the function ]x( (for further details about this, 
see Eplett [2]). 
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